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MRC will be at the Loudoun County school board meeting today as teachers
and parents fight Critical Race Theory, “Trans” In Any Bathroom, and
“Genderless Pronouns” In Loudoun County, Virginia Schools
On Tuesday, June 22, staff from the Media Research Center (MRC) will be on hand
to cover the incendiary Loudoun County Public Schools (LCPS) Board meeting,
in Ashburn, VA, as concerned parents, teachers, and students fight the leftist
agenda to cement Critical Race Theory, the admission of “trans” students into
any bathroom or locker room, and the banning of “gendered speech” in all
district schools.
The Heroism of Byron Cross
You might have seen MRC reports on the shocking suspension of Byron Cross,
the elementary school gym teacher who warned Loudoun board members that he
would not comply with their proposed “Policy 8040,” requiring school employees to
address students using the “gender pronouns” of the students’ choices, not the
pronouns that were grammatically and scientifically correct. Indeed, it looks like
the LCPS Board suspended Cross simply because he stood for the proper use of
the English language.
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The Courage of Lilit Vanetsyan
You also might have seen MRC chatting, in person, with Lilit Vanetsyan, a Fairfax
County-based teacher who, at a recent Loudoun board meeting, also railed
against the LCPS policy proposals, especially Critical Race Theory, explicitly
saying that the proposed policies will push a radical lesson plan prompting kids to
“root for socialism by the time they get to middle school."
The Integrity Shown By Student Jolene Grover
And you might have seen eleven-year-old Jolene Grover, who exposed the
creeping agenda of the LCPS Board’s “Policy 8035,” which opens school
bathrooms and locker rooms to anyone who “identifies” as “transgender” or a
member of the opposite sex.
Now, Vanetsyan and others are pushing for the removal of six LCPS Board
members and the vanquishing of these anti-family, anti-reality, collectivist
agendas, this afternoon, at 4pm ET.
The LCSB meeting begins at 4pm ET, and its agenda includes “adoption of
Policy 8040” as well as discussion of the bathroom/locker-room policy, and word is
spreading that this will be a powerful moment for the kids, parents, teachers, and
ALL taxpayers forced to pay for the increasingly progressive agenda being pushed
by the bureaucracy.
As an MRC Action member, we want you to know what the MRC team is doing,
right there, on the scene, to keep families and friends informed about this very
important battle, and the ideology against which the Loudoun residents fight.
Transgenderism, the claims of “inherent racism” leveled against innocent people
by the pushers of Critical Race Theory, the destruction of the language, and even
the inclusion of biological males in girl’s bathrooms — it’s all being exposed, today,
at Ashburn.
Thanks to you, the MRC will be there.
Please keep us and the good folks who fight for their kids and their tax dollars in
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your prayers.
— The MRC Action Team

Join the Patriot Fund

Take Action

Follow Us:

Help Us Combat the
Media's Leftist Agenda:

The mission of the MRC is to create a media
culture in America where truth and liberty
flourish.

That's why the MRC exists. And that's why we
need your support!
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